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The Almighty Dragon General Chapter 4898-Everyone was curious about 
Lucius’ current cultivation rank and powers, especially Xezal. Her father was 
murdered by Lucius. To exact vengeance, Xezal had to first find out and 
confirm Lucius’ true cultivation rank. 

Xezal said in a nonchalant manner, “The Chaos Rank has also been split into 
several rankings. After achieving the Chaos Rank, the cultivator would have to 
work hard to move into the Chaos 111 imita Rank. Next would be the Chaos 
Transcendere Rank…” 

She proceeded to explain the five different ranks of the Chaos Rank from the 
lowest to highest, which were the Chaos lllimita Rank, Chaos Transcendere 
Rank, Chaos Omnia Rank, Chaos Essencia Rank, and Chaos Completare 
Rank. 

Emperor Raiah, who had helped bring peace to the Endlos and created the 
ten districts, was a cultivator of the Chaos Completare Rank. On the other 
hand, Wynne Dalganus was able to enter the Chaos Essencia Rank during 
his time. 

Xezal’s father had achieved the late stage of Chaos lllimita Rank before he 
was attacked and brutally killed. Therefore, Xezal surmised that her father’s 
murderer would be someone who had entered a similar stage of Chaos lllimita 
Rank or the ranks above it. 

A long time had passed since her father’s death, and Xezal was not sure 
whether Lucius had advanced into the Chaos 

Transcendere Rank. 

She continued jokingly, “Why don’t you just let the few of us know which stage 
of the Chaos Rank are you on right now, Sir Lucius? It’d offer us more 
reassurance for our upcoming battle.” 

Lucius grinned. “Don’t worry. With my powers and the powers of the Tenfold 
Purge Formation, those men won’t ever be able to leave Mount Stoyan alive.” 

The seasoned and powerful cultivator knew there was no good in disclosing 
his true cultivation rank to others. 



After hearing his response, Xezal did not press Lucius for an answer, and she 
moved on to another topic smoothly. 

Meanwhile, an impenetrable formation was put up around a deep canyon 
located within a pristine, virgin forest. Inside the formation, a young man was 
completely focused on his training and cultivation. 

James had remained in the formation for an epoch in terms of the time of the 
outside world. However, more time had passed within the time formation set 
up by James. 

So far, James managed to master and generate the power of the Seven Path 
Techniques. In addition, he had been training with the knowledge of the 
Tenfold Realms Transcendent Sutra consistently all this time. James was able 
to elevate his cultivation base within the Boundless state of the Caelum Acme 
Rank substantially. 

At the same time, James had successfully unlocked the seventh form of the 
Boundless Pagoda. After entering the seventh level of the pagoda, James 
realized he would have to master the cultivation method provided on that floor 
first. Combined with the power of the Eight Path Techniques, he would then 
be able to access the eighth form of the Boundless Pagoda. 

James did not end his meditation then. He decided it was time to move into 
the next cultivation rank. 

James remained in a seated position inside the Boundless Pagoda. He had 
generated a complex formation above his head. On top of the formation, a 
dark, human-like figure sat with its legs crossed just like James. 

As James radiated waves of intense aura, countless inscriptions appeared 
and circulated around his body. Gradually, those inscriptions floated toward 
the formation above James’ head and fused with it. In a matter of minutes, the 
pressure in the air around James increased drastically as the formation 
appeared to be changing nonstop. 

Suddenly, a loud crackling noise sounded from James’ body. It was an 
indication that James had successfully advanced into the next cultivation rank. 

An immense aura was generated and unleashed from his body almost 
instantaneously. Fortunately, James was staying inside the Boundless 
Pagoda, which was powerful enough to contain his aura. His formation alone 



would not be enough to prevent those huge amounts of aura from leaking into 
the outside world. 

The Almighty Dragon General Chapter 4899-A brief while later, James slowly 
opened his eyes. The inscriptions of the Dobro Eyes found deep in his orbs 
were glowing faintly. 

James was using the opportunity to train and perfect the various skills and 
abilities he had picked up to this day. 

After entering the Quasi Chaos Rank, James found new enlightenment in the 
powers of the Dobro Eyes. The inscriptions in his eyes were swiftly changing 
and evolving. Countless images were generated and reflected in his eyes 
every second. 

James could sense how he had surpassed Saachi in terms of the mastery and 
potency of the Dobro Eyes’ powers. He was deeply fascinated by the 
overwhelming powers of his eyes. 

Soon afterward, the inscriptions in his eyes began to fade. The images that 
James was seeing before his eyes slowly disappeared along with the 
inscription. 

Then, James produced the scroll he had obtained from Byron and started 
reading it. The cultivation method of the Defying Heavens Art was recorded in 
the scroll. 

James had learned the Sacrilegious Ascension in the past. That technique 
was a simplified version of the Defying Heavens Art. 

When learning the Sacrilegious Ascension, the cultivator 

had to first learn how to create small energy reservoirs in different acupoints 
throughout their body. Next, the cultivator would need to combine the powers 
of the energy reservoirs and their own powers to destroy their spine. Then, 
they would have to recreate their spine by utilizing the energies of heaven and 
earth. With the formation of each vertebra, the cultivator would be able to take 
one step and increase their aura simultaneously. 

On the contrary, the knowledge of the Defying Heavens Art was far more 
difficult and obscure. It would take the common cultivator a very long time and 
arduous effort to understand the contents of the scroll. Luckily, James had 



extensive knowledge and experience in studying various skills and 
techniques. He was able to understand the scroll’s contents without difficulty. 

James soon realized that the Defying Heavens Art was slightly different from 
the Sacrilegious Ascension. 

Cultivators must first create microcosms that act as energy reservoirs within 
their bodies. Then, they would need to consistently absorb and store the 
energies of heaven and earth inside the microcosms. Once the cultivator 
unleashed the Defying Heavens Art, those tremendous amounts of energy 
stored within the microcosms would be released to their surroundings. 

Also, the wielder of the Defying Heavens Art would not need to destroy their 
own spine. Instead, they would be using their own body to connect heaven 
and earth. Cultivators were required to absorb the Greater Paths from the 
environment and use them to build the Skyward Stairway. “It seems Byron 
has gone easy on me during our fight back then.” 

After reading and understanding more about the Defying Heavens Art, James 
realized that Byron had only created the Skyward Stairway which consisted of 
thirty-three steps during their last battle. The man did not unleash the powers 
stored inside the microcosms in his body. 

Both the Sacrilegious Ascension and the Defying Heavens Art shared the 
same side effect of weakening the cultivator’s physical condition after each 
use. Normally, cultivators who practiced the Defying Heavens Art would not 
be able to unleash the skill twice in a single battle. That was because a long 
time was needed for the depleted microcosms to become fully stored with 
power again. 

Cultivators could choose not to unleash the powers from the microcosms and 
still use the Defying Heavens Art. However, the potency of the attacks would 
be lessened. 

After James had put away the scroll securely, he began focusing on the 
creation of multiple microcosms in different acupoints within his body. Once 
the microcosms were ready, James took a black crystal out of his storage. 
Then, he used his powers to extract the power of the black crystal and convert 
it into a form of pure, powerful energy. 

Bit by bit, James absorbed and filled the microcosms in his body with that 
energy. 



At the same time, James was also working hard on perfecting the complex 
formation. The formation was a representation of the inscriptions in their most 
supreme forms. As James deepened his knowledge of the inscriptions, the 
formation would evolve into more powerful forms. 
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Defying Heavens Art, he was also working on training his body, bloodline 
power, and soul. He was hoping to achieve the tenth rank of the Omniscience 
Path during his closed-door meditation this time. 

Whoosh! 

A group of cultivators had teleported and arrived at the foot of Mount Stoyan. 
Several familiar faces stood in the front, which included Yardos, Xrival, and 
Wael. James’ friends, for instance, Wynton and Saachi, were mostly there as 
well. All of them had grim, steely expressions on their faces. 

‘They are here.” 

The leader of the Hazeaf District, Lucius, rose from his seat. As he stared into 
the distance, the man could sense the aura of several skilled cultivators 
nearby. He turned his gaze toward his comrades inside the hall. 

“We need to use the formation to subdue James Caden. We shouldn’t activate 
the formation unless James makes an appearance here.” 

Just then, the deafening voice of a man resounded through the air. 

“Release my daughter!” 

Xrival, the Ancestral Blood Master, stomped his foot heavily on the ground just 
outside Mount Stoyan. His body shone with a blinding red light the next 
instant. An immense, threatening aura radiated from Xrival simultaneously. 

Upon hearing Xrival’s voice, the cultivators inside the hall glanced at each 
other briefly. 

Sedris began, saying, “Leave Wael Qailoken to me.” 

Xylus, the leader of the Kapron District, pondered for a bit and announced, “I 
will take care of Zula Qailoken.” 



Toma responded, “I can handle one Chaos Rank cultivator at a time. I’ll take 
on the man shining with the red light, then.” 

Xezal walked toward Lucius and said, “Sir Lucius, you will have to fight two 
Chaos Rank cultivators. They are Yardos Xagorari and Livie Caden. We can 
leave the others to your men from the four sects.” 

Lucius gave a slight nod. “Alright.” 

The leader of the Hazeaf District was confident that he would be able to 
defeat Yardos and Livie even if he had to fight both of them simultaneously. 

Boom! 

A blood pillar came down from the sky and landed on the protection formation 
cast over Mount Stoyan. The formation created with the powers of the four 
district leaders shook visibly as soon as the pillar hit the barrier. Several fine 
cracks started forming on the barrier under the blood pillar. 

Just then, a man materialized outside the formation. It was Toma, the leader 
of the Welkin District. 

“Outsiders are not allowed to enter the grounds of Mount Stoyan. Leave now 
and I’ll pretend this has never happened. Otherwise, all of you will face the 
consequences of…” 

“How dare you?!” 

Xrival’s eyes blazed with rage. He teleported and reappeared right before the 
man. Xrival lifted his palm and swung his arm forcefully at Toma. 

Toma did not even flinch at Xrival’s sudden attack. He raised his hand and 
threw a punch at his opponent too. 

Boom! 

A loud sound could be heard as the hands of those men came into contact. 
Xrival was sent flying in the air due to the tremendous force of Toma’s attack. 

Toma swiftly teleported and reemerged next to Xrival. The man started 
throwing powerful punches at Xrival’s chest and abdomen nonstop. In a flash, 
Xrival had sustained severe injuries. 



Toma had entered and trained on the Chaos Rank for a very long time. His 
powers were far superior to that of Xrival’s, who had just advanced into the 
Chaos Rank recently. 

Upon seeing that Xrival was being attacked, Yardos and his comrades moved 
instantly to try and help Xrival. However, Lucius and the others materialized 
before them and blocked their path at that moment. Shortly afterward, the 
members 

of the four sects also showed up outside Mount Stoyan, following each of their 
leaders. 

In a matter of minutes, hundreds of cultivators had gathered outside Mount 
Stoyan. At the same time, countless other cultivators, who had entered the 
Chaos Arena, were watching the progress of the battle happening there with 
great interest. 

 


